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Ideal implant placement is the ultimate goal of any clinician that
can achieve high patient satisfaction with improved functional and
esthetic implant restorations without complications. Conventional
freehand implant surgery has been practiced by dental implant
clinicians since the osseointegrated implants have been introduced.1
Computer-guided implant surgery (GIS) was first introduced in the
early 2000s to practice ideal implant placement.2 The GIS involves
a reverse engineering workflow, by establishing the ideal position
and morphology of the planned restoration first followed by the
virtual planning and placement of the dental implant(s).2 Two types
of GIS protocols, static and dynamic, are described in the literature.
The static approach, better known as computer-guided surgery
or GIS.3 The static navigation can further be divided into full- and
half-GIS. The half-guided implant placement includes the drillingguided, pilot-drill-guided, and non-computer-guided approaches.4
Dynamic-guided surgery, also called navigation, reproduces the
virtual implant position directly from computerized tomographic
data and uses motion-tracking technology to guide the implant
osteotomy preparation.3,4 Non-computer GIS procedures require
more surgical experience to overcome their limitations.
Despite more than a decade of clinical and research pieces of
evidence, and with improved technologies in instrumentation and
techniques, the use of GIS remains subject to deviations between
the planned and achieved implant positions. 5 As GIS typically
includes intraoral cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) with or
without intraoral scanning (IOS) followed by the superimposition of
the CBCT and IOS and virtual placement of restorations and implants
with drill-guides and with or without anchor-pins. Furthermore, a
whole virtual 3D planning can be either 3D printed (additive) or
milled (subtractive) into the surgical template that can be used with
a system-specific GIS kit. Substantial accumulative errors can occur
at each of these individual steps, resulting in potentially disastrous
deviations from proper implant placement.6 Orentlicher et al.1 nicely
summarized the myths of GIS and provided scientifically evidenced
answers to each myth referring to their accuracies, indications,
time-requirement, ease of treatment, insertion torques, bone
overheating, and cumulative survival rate.
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These problems can be classified into the following categories:
•

•

Software-based errors: These are inherent to each system
and the accuracy is based on each software’s ability to convert
digital information into interactive planning information.
Few companies have closed-systems from start to end and
those offering open-system may have to depend upon the
compatibility of digital data acquisition, manipulation, and
reproduction. The errors may be incorporated during any of
these data transfer stages.
Hardware-based errors: These are the errors based on the
accuracies of materials and types of equipment and techniques
used for 3D printing of the surgical templates. Each material and

•

a technique (whether it is additive or subtractive) have their
inherent margins of errors.
Affordability and accessibility of software and hardware
support: Sometimes clinicians must depend upon the industrial
partners to get the software designing support or 3D printing
or milling support. All-inclusive of additional expenses and
may not be affordable to all the patients. Limited accessibility
and availability of specific digital service providers due to
geographical location could be another potential problem
causing a delay in the treatment.
The complexity of arch anatomy, form, and shape: These are
local intraoral problems pertaining to anatomical ridge-shape
and -form. No arch is perfect for implants and frequently needs
simple to complex modifications before implant placement
with or without bone grafting. If the ridge needs complex
modifications before surgery, the errors may be incorporated
at these stages even for fully-guided protocols. Completely
edentulous arches are the most complex and difficult for
attempting GIS procedures as they frequently need additional
anchor-pins for template stabilization. Resorbed ridges may
not always provide a space for such anchor-pins placement and
surgeons must depend upon alternate means of stabilization.
Patient intraoral limitations: Limited mouth opening is one
of the most limiting factors to allow the surgical drills to pass
through the template guide hole, especially in the posterior
region, and the clinician has no choice but to depend upon
their own expertise without any template. Microstomia and oral
submucous fibrosis are few clinical conditions that compromise
the patients’ mouth opening range as well.
Surgical procedural limitations: Implant placement includes
the use of surgical handpieces with internal or external irrigation
as a coolant to minimize heat generation in the bone. The
surgical template remains a barrier between the drills and the
source of external irrigation causing a less colling effect. If the
surgery is flapless (in many fully guided procedures) then the
mucosa also remains another barrier. The research has shown
higher heat generation in the bone during implant placement
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with surgical templates compared with implant placement
without the templates, however, within clinically acceptable
limits. The use of internal irrigation drills minimizes such
problems to a greater extent.
Level of competency and knowledge of a clinician: The level
of competency of the clinician in handling the GIS procedure
is a crucial factor especially in completely edentulous arches.
The specific learning curve must be practiced by all clinicians
by completing the recognized implant programs and trusted
continues professional–developmental courses. Detailed
knowledge of the GIS systems and tools is a crucial factor in
successful implant placement.
Human errors: These are inherent errors that may occur at
any stage of the process including those who are performing
IOS, those who are doing software planning, and those who
are performing the surgery. No matter how accurate the
printed template is, if the surgeon does even a minor error
in intraoral placement or failed to detect the misfit of it, the
implant position may go in a disastrously wrong way. The
clinician’s tactile sensation toward judging the bone density
becomes compromised while using GIS procedures and can
add another potential error in achieving clinically acceptable
implant stability and position accuracy.7 Consistent verification
of both diagnostic and surgical procedures after each step can
minimize these errors.

Despite these problems, the GIS has been refined for many
years and can be used in most clinical scenarios. Attention to detail
is necessary for all steps to minimize potential cumulative errors.
Cunha et al. 5 analyzed a total of 61 implants for their virtually
planned position and actual placed position of the implants and
found out the mean angular deviation of about 2.04 degrees with
no statistically significant difference between the planned and
placed position of the implants.5 In a 7-year retrospective study

of 798 implants placed fully guided using different software and
implant systems, the authors reported a cumulative survival rate
of 96.98% compared with the well-established cumulative survival
rate of 95–98% for conventional freehand placement of implants.8
Unfortunately, the problems or errors with GIS have not been
sufficiently highlighted in the literature. More clinical and laboratory
research should be focused on identifying and correcting these
problems.
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